
Nanaimo Ocean Swim Safety Plan
and Rules

presented by

Use of this document
Permission is granted to reproduce any information in this document; however, please 
notify the author (Matthew Lamb) if doing so. Race directors are welcome to contact 
Matthew Lamb if information not contained in this document is required.

Matthew Lamb
c:250-327-1801

email:mlamb@viendurance.net
web:www.viendurance.net

fb:www.facebook.com/viendurance.net
tw:www.twitter.com/viendurance
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Introduction
Note: For the purposes of this safety plan the term 'kayak' will also include 
paddle boards and canoes.

Warning
Ocean swimming is a very demanding sport, even more so then pool swimming or 
swimming in a small lake. There are many different environmental factors that can come 
into play in an ocean swim; including but not limited: to the inherent risk of swimming in 
the ocean; hypothermia; contact with other persons, sea life, or objects; the effects of 
weather, traffic, and course conditions. There is a fine line between a safe swim and a 
disastrous swim. These rules are set out to ensure all participants and volunteers have a 
safe swim. Only the Race Director and the Port Authority have the authority to change or 
modify any of these safety procedures or rules. Failure to comply with the rules will result
in penalties, disqualification or being banned from future VI Endurance events. 

All Racers and Volunteers must familiarize themselves with this document.

Overview 
The Nanaimo Ocean Swim is an open water swim race hosted by VI Endurance on August
23rd 2014. It will consist of 2 races: a 2km & 11km race. Both races will be held on the 
same day; starting and ending on Newcastle Island, Nanaimo BC. The 2km swim will be 
an out and back swim from the main beach on Newcastle Island. The 11km swim will 
start at the boat launch and end at the main beach. It will take the swimmers around 
both Newcastle and Protection islands. All 11km swimmers must be accompanied a 
kayak, and the kayak must be next to them at all times.

The 11 km swim will start at 13:00 and the 2km swim will start at 15:00 these times 
were chosen to give the swimmers the maximum advantage of the flood and slack tide. 
Here are the predicted tides for race day. They are taken from mobilegeographics.com

Nanaimo, British Columbia
49.1667° N, 123.9333° W
2014-08-23  4:19 AM PDT 12.24 feet High Tide

2014-08-23  6:19 AM PDT Sunrise

2014-08-23 11:15 AM PDT 3.89 feet Low Tide

2014-08-23  6:30 PM PDT 13.66 feet High Tide

2014-08-23  8:16 PM PDT Sunset

2014-08-24 12:04 AM PDT 9.12 feet Low Tide
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Race Course and Timings 
The race courses are shown on the attached map. The 2km turn around will be marked 
with a white 45 gallon drum buoy and/or a boat.  The 11 km swimmers will swim 
clockwise around the two islands. Swimmers and their kayak support are responsible for 
familiarizing themselves with the swim route and for remaining within the defined course 
throughout the event.

The 11km swimmers are to remain within 50 meters of the shore on the west side of the 
islands from Gallows to Nares Points and within 200 meters of the east side of the 
islands.

The 2km swimmers are to remain within 50 meters of the shore when in the channel 
between the 2 islands and within 100 meters of the shore outside the channel.

The boater pre-race meeting is at 12:15 and the 11km swimmer/kayaker pre-race 
meeting will be at 12:30. The 2km swimmer/kayaker pre-race meeting will be at 14:30

The 11 km swim will start at 13:00 and the 2km swim will start at 15:00 these times 
were chosen to give the swimmers the maximum advantage of the flood and slack tide.

Swimmers Route Description – 11km Race
Note: The Kayakers and Power Boaters route descriptions and movements are described below

The 11km race will start at 13:00, on dry land at the boat launch in Mark Bay; it will be a
mass start. You will swim east across Mark Bay and round Bates Pt (~650m from start). 
Then head north up the Newcastle Island Passage with assistance from the flood tide. 

At the southern end of the passage are Oregon and Passage Rocks (~1.2km from start). 
These 2 rocks are in the middle of the passage and sit just below the surface. This area 
is marked with navigation markers. This is a tight spot with lots of boat traffic trying to 
avoid the rocks. You must get through this area as quickly as possible, staying as close 
as you safely can to Newcastle Island. No stopping allowed.

At the northern end of the passage is Shaft Pt (~2.8km from start), there is another tight
spot, but this time the concern is float plane traffic.

As the swimmers leave the passage, they will enter the area considered the most 
dangerous spot of the course from Shaft Pt to Nares Pt (~3.9km from start). The concern
is the large BC Ferry traffic. The ferries give off a large wake and because of their size, 
they tend to 'push' smaller pleasure craft closer to Newcastle Island and onto the swim 
course. Swimmers and spotters will have to be extra vigilant if they are in this area when
a ferry is passing by.

As the you around the northern tip of Newcastle Island, you will be entering the Salish 
Sea (Strait of Georgia). This is an area of stronger winds and potentially bigger waves; 
fortunately at this time of the year the winds are generally out of the Northwest so you 
may get a bit of a push. As you head past Angle Pt (~5.7km from start), you will pass a 
small bay. The race course does NOT go into the bay, but passes across its mouth. Pay 
attention to the small gravel island in the bay. You should stay east of this island.
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As you head further south you will reach Power Squadron Reef (~7.0km from start) (also
known as Ryan's Rock). Depending on the time the swimmers arrive at this point, it may 
or may not be above water.  The race course goes between this reef and the islands.

As you head around Protection Island, an increased amount of pleasure craft traffic may 
be present. 

At the southern tip of Protection Island is Gallows Pt (~9.0km from start). This can be 
another tricky spot as BC Ferries and other pleasure craft tend to cut the corner. As you 
start heading north up the west side of the island, you may encounter a log boom 
(~9.5km from start). You will swim between any log booms and the island. Again the 
chance of encountering pleasure craft increases as they will be avoiding the log booms as
well.

After passing the log booms you, will pass in front of the Protection Island Ferry Dock 
(~10.1km from start). It is a passenger only ferry and leaves the island every hour on 
the hour and returns roughly 20 min latter. If you are by the dock at these times, extra 
caution must be taken and you will have to be prepared to stop to let the ferry pass.

Once past the ferry, you will have to work your way through several moored boats on 
your way to the beach for the finish (~10.6km from start). Again caution will have to be 
taken when navigating around the boats. 

The finish will be on dry land. You will have to exit the water and run up the beach to the 
finish line.

Kayakers Route Description – 11km Race
Please Read the Swimmers' Route description for full details of the route; as 
this part highlights areas of concern for the kayak support only.

Note: The Power Boaters route descriptions and movements are described below; the swimmers' 
description is above.

As a kayaker your primary responsibility is to keep your swimmer safe.

The 11km race will start on land at the boat launch in Mark Bay. You will wait in the 
water to the south of the boat launch. You will keep the swimmers on your right for the 
entire race. You can meet up with you swimmer part way across Mark Bay. You must 
have met up with your swimmer before Bates Pt (~650m).

At the southern end of the passage are Oregon and Passage Rocks (~1.2km). These are 
2 rocks in the middle of the passage that are just below the surface. This area is marked 
with navigation markers. This is a tight spot, your primary concern is to keep any non-
race boats away from your swimmer. The swimmers are not allowed to stop in this area 
so no feedings or water until clear of the rocks.

At the northern end of the passage is Shaft Pt (~2.8km), there is another tight spot, but 
this time the concern is float plane traffic.

As the swimmers leave the passage, they will enter the area considered the most 
dangerous spot of the course from Shaft Pt to Nares Pt (~3.9km). The concern is the 
large BC Ferry traffic. The ferries give off a large wake and because of their size they 
tend to 'push' smaller pleasure craft closer to Newcastle Island and onto the swim 
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course. You may have to use aggressive signalling to non-race boats as they may be 
more concerned with the ferry and its wake than the kayaker or swimmer.

See the 'Swimmers Route Description' for information from Nares Pt to Gallow Pt.

After passing the log booms, the swimmers will pass in front of the Protection Island 
Ferry Dock (~10.1km). It is a passenger-only ferry and leaves the island every hour on 
the hour and returns roughly 20 min latter. If your swimmer is by the dock at these 
times, extra caution must be taken. You must be prepared to take action and if 
necessary, stop your swimmer as the ferry passes.

Once past the ferry, the swimmers will have to work their way through several moored 
boats on their way to the beach for the finish (~10.6km). Again caution will have to be 
taken when navigating around the boats. It is your job to find the best line through the 
boats. 

The finish will be on dry land. The swimmers will have to exit the water and run up the 
beach to the finish line. You must wait until your swimmer has exited the water before 
you land your kayak. Once on land, you are responsible for ensuring your kayak is not 
blocking any other swimmer that will be finishing after you.

Power Boat Route Description – 11km Race
Please Read the Swimmers' Route description for full details of the route. This 
section highlights areas of concern for the power boat support only.

Note: The kayak and swimmer route descriptions and movements are described above.

Note: This description is based on 3 power boats, the minimum required to conduct a safe race. If
there are more then 3 boats available, they will be positioned as directed by the Race Director or 
Port Authority.

Note: For a description of what is required when escorting the swimmers see the Safety Section 
below.

As a power boat operator, your primary responsibility is to ensure all non-race traffic 
stays away from the swimmers and to respond to any medical emergencies. 

The 11km race will start on land at the boat launch in Mark Bay. Boat 1 will wait to the 
west of the boat mooring area near Bates Pt. Once the last swimmer has passed, Boat 1 
will reposition to escort the lead swimmers.

At the southern end of the passage are Oregon and Passage Rocks. These are 2 rocks in 
the middle of the passage that are just below the surface. Boat 2 (north) and Boat 3 
(south) will be stationed here, one north and one south of the rocks. Boat 3 will remain 
until the last swimmer is passed and then will return to the start/finish to aid with the 2 
km race. Boat 2 will remain until the last swimmer has passed then it will follow the 
swimmers for the remainder of the race.

As the first swimmer arrives at Shaft Pt, Boat 1 will continue to escort the swimmers 
around to Nares Pt. The concern is the large BC Ferry traffic. The ferries give off a large 
wake and because of their size they tend to 'push' smaller pleasure craft closer to 
Newcastle Island and onto the swim course. The boat support may have to use 
aggressive signalling to non-race boats as they may be more concerned with the ferry 
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and its wake then the kayaker or swimmer. See the safety section for more information 
on escorting in this area.

Boat 1 and Boat 2 will then escort the swimmers around the east side of the islands.

At the southern tip of Protection Island is Gallows Pt. This can be another tricky spot 
because of BC Ferries and other pleasure craft cutting the corner. Boat 3 will be 
repositioned here after assisting with the 2km race. It should arrive before the swimmers
and remain until after the last one has past. As the swimmers start heading north up the 
west side of the island, they will encounter a log boom. The swimmers will swim between
the log boom and the island. Again, the chance of encountering pleasure craft increases 
as this can be a bit of a choke point. 

Once the last swimmers are back in the mooring area the boats can return to the 
Newcastle Island Dock for food, shirts, thanks and gas money!

Route Description – 2km Race
The 2km race is an out and back race. It will start on the beach, south of the pavilion at 
15:00; it will be a mass start. The swimmers will be swimming east along the Newcastle 
shoreline to the turn around point. 

The swimmers will be swimming between the shore and the safety kayaks for both 
directions.

The turn around will be marked by a large buoy. For sighting purposes, there may be a 
boat positioned at the buoy if one is available.

Cut off Times
If a swimmer fails to meet the cutoffs he/she will be pulled from the course.

The 11km swim course timings are based on a swimmer swimming at a speed of 2.4 
km/hour or 25 min/km.

11km Start: 13:00

Shaft Pt - ~2.8km (2.8km) 14:20

Nares Pt - ~3.9km (1.1km) 15:00

Angle Pt - ~5.7km (1.8km) 15:45

Batchelor Pt - ~7.4km (1.7km) 16:25

Gallows Pt - ~9.0km (1.7km) 17:05

Finish - ~10.6km (1.5km) 17:45

The 2km swim course timings are based on a swimmer swimming at a speed of 2 
km/hour or a 30 min/km.

Start – 15:00

Turn around point - ~1km (1km)15:30

Finish - ~2km (2km) 16:00
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Safety

Power Boats 
A minimum of 3 power boats are required for the race to to be considered safe. Boat 
operators need to be comfortable operating their boats in varied conditions.

General operating requirements: 

• Boats need to be in sound operating condition.

• Boats need to be capable of transporting at least four people

• Boats need able to be boarded from the water. 

• Drivers must have a valid boater licence.

• Drivers must provide proof of insurance.

Mandatory equipment: 

• All mandatory boating equipment as defined by Transport Canada

• Functioning VHF radio capable of communicating with the Port Authority. If not 
equipped with one, one will be provided.

• Life jackets for all on board plus two extra 

• Charged cell phone 

• Adequate fuel 

• Four blankets or towels (for swimmers if required)

Optional equipment: 

• Binoculars 

• First aid kit 

• 50-foot throw rope 

• Camera

Pre-Race Meeting

Boat operators should arrive at the Newcastle Island Dock by 12:00. The park has a dock
just south of the start/finish of the race. The boater meeting is scheduled at 12:15. The 
following items will be reviewed: 

• Prevent general boat traffic from endangering the swimmers or kayakers.
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• Escorting the swimmers and kayakers.

• Swimmer Rescue

• Medical Emergency

• Pick up swimmers who do not meet the cut off times. 

• Communications

• Other

Additionally, boats will be checked for current registration and necessary equipment listed
above. Any boat operator who has not already provided proof of insurance for their 
vessel and boater licence must do so at that time.

The event will run for approximately 4-5 hours. Boaters should expect to be in their 
boats and on the race course until the last swimmer has exited the water. 

Swimmer Escort 
The boaters’ primary role is to escort the swimmers safely around the race course. This 
will include the following tasks:

• Prevent general boat traffic from endangering the swimmers or kayakers.

• Escort the swimmers and kayakers.

• Swimmer Rescue

• Medical Emergency

• Pick up swimmers who do not meet the cut off times. 

Preventing non-race boat interference

If a non-race boat is encroaching on the swimmers, the boat operator must try to stop 
them and inform them that there are swimmers in the water. If the non-race boat 
continues to encroach on the swimmers and is putting them in danger the Harbour Patrol
must be informed immediately. 

Escorting the swimmers

11km Race

For the 11km race, there will be a lead and a trail escort boats. They should not remain 
with just the lead and trailing swimmers. They should patrol the first or last halves of the
swim group. As the race goes on, the group will get spread out; normally there is a 
natural break in the swim groups between the faster and slower swimmers. It is left up 
to the discretion of the boat captains to determine where the 'half' mark is in the swim 
group. It is important to check up on all the swimmers frequently. A thumbs up is all that
is required from the escorting kayaks to confirm their swimmer is ok.

Special care must be taken when escorting in the areas of the Oregon/Passage Rocks; 
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from Shaft Pt to Nares Pt and from Gallows Pt through the log booms. 

• Oregon/Passage Rocks – Boat 2 will be positioned north of the rocks and Boat 3 
south. When the last swimmer has passed Boat 3 will return to the start/finish to 
help with the 2km race. Boat 2 will take up a position to escort the trailing 
swimmers.

• Shaft Pt to Nares Pt – This is considered the most dangerous section of the race 
course. When the lead swimmers have passed Nares Pt, Boat 1 should remain with
the other swimmers until Boat 2 can take over escorting the remainder of the 
group. Boat 1 will then resume escorting the front half of the group.

• Gallows Pt through the log booms – This area can be a choke point. Boat 3 will 
reposition to Gallows Pt at the conclusion of the 2km race. When the swimmers 
reach the log boom, Boat 1 will reposition to the north end of the log boom. Boat 3
will reposition to the south end of the log boom once boat 2 arrives to escort the 
remainder of the swimmers through Gallows Pt.

2km Race

Boat 3 will escort the 2 km race. It will be responsible for escorting all the swimmers. 
There will be 4 kayaks spread out along the course as well. The biggest area of concern 
will be in the channel between the two islands as there could be a lot of non-race boat 
traffic. Depending on the number of racers and how much they are spread out, Boat 3 
can reposition to the turn around buoy but this is left up to the boat captain's discretion.

After the last swimmer has finished, Boat 3 will reposition to Gallows Pt to resume 
helping with the 11km race.

Swimmer Rescue 

• If a swimmer must be rescued for any reason, notify the Race Director 
immediately. The swimmer will first be rescued by kayak and brought to the power
boat.

• When the swimmer and kayak approach the boat the engine must be shut off 
(unless a propeller guard is installed). 

• After the swimmer is transferred to boat, obtain swimmer's name, number, and 
general condition. Relay information to the Race Director, also noting time, boat 
number and location. 

• As time, number of boats and conditions permit, the swimmer may be taken back 
to the start/finish but only if there are enough boats to ensure the safety of the 
other swimmers. The swimmer may have to remain on the power boat for the 
remainder of the race.

Medical Emergency 

• If a medical emergency is witnessed or you are notified of a medical emergency, 
NOTIFY THE RACE DIRECTOR AND HARBOUR PATROL IMMEDIATELY ON CHANNEL 
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16. You will be directed to the nearest EMS point. If the emergency happens in the
Newcastle Island Passage or Departure Bay, the boats will be directed to Brechin 
Point. At all other areas on the course, you will be sent to F Dock. 

• Follow the general rescue steps outlined above. 

• Notify the Race Director when a swimmer is transferred to EMS.

Cut off Times

If a swimmer does not make a cut off time, he/she is to be pulled off the course. The 
procedures for pulling someone off the course are the same as a swimmer rescue. 

Communications 

VHF Radios

Each boat will have a VHF radio. This will be the primary mode of communication. The 
Race Director, and several other key support staff members will also have radios with 
them at all times. The radios will monitor channels 16 & 73. Channel 16 will only be used
for medical emergencies. Channel 73 will be used for general race communication.

Cell Phone

Boaters are expected to have cell phones, charged and operational; and have provided 
those cell numbers to the Race Director in advance of the race. 

Communication with Kayaks 

We will try to have one cell phone per kayak. However, even with a phone, it may not be 
practical for the paddler to call a power boat operator for assistance. 

Every Kayaker will have a flag that can be used to signal a boat.

All kayakers, must carry a whistle.

Other Boater Related Information

If a racer leaves the course by land, the boater should note the time, location and 
description of the swimmer. If able, get the swimmer's name and number. If the boater 
can't, try to get a kayaker to do it. Notify the race director. 

KAYAKS

Note: For the purposes of this safety plan the term 'kayak' will also include 
paddleboards and canoes.

Each swimmer in the 11km race will have their own dedicated kayaker. For the 2 km 
swim there will be a minimum of 4 kayakers.
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General operating requirements: 

• The kayak must be seaworthy.

Mandatory equipment: 

• All mandatory kayaking equipment as defined by Transport Canada.

• Red or orange flag (provided by the race).

• A whistle.

• Water, food and sunscreen for the paddler and swimmer (11km only).

• Two life jackets; one for the paddler and one for the swimmer.

Optional equipment: 

• Charged cell phone

• First aid kit

• Tow rope

• Camera

Pre-Race Meeting

11km kayakers should arrive at the Newcastle Island by 12:15. The 11km 
kayaker/swimmer meeting is scheduled at 12:30. 

2km kayakers should arrive at the Newcastle Island by 14:15. The 2km 
kayaker/swimmer meeting is scheduled at 14:30. 

During this 15-minute meeting we will review procedures for: 

• Prevent general boat traffic from endangering the swimmers or kayakers.

• Race Rules

• Swimmer Rescue

• Medical Emergency

• Cut off times 

• Communications

• Other

Additionally, boats will be checked for the necessary equipment listed above.

Preventing non-race boat interference

If a non-race boat is encroaching on the swimmers, the kayaker must try to stop them 
and inform them there are swimmers in the water. If the non-race boat continues to 
encroach on the swimmers and is putting them in danger the Harbour Patrol must be 
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informed immediately. 

Race Rules

The race rules for the swimmers and their kayakers can be found below.

Swimmer Rescue 

• If a swimmer must be rescued for any reason, notify a power boat immediately.  
Swimmer will first be rescued by kayak and brought to the power boat.

• When the swimmer and kayak approach, the boat the engine must be shut off 
(unless a propeller guard is installed).

• After the swimmer is transferred to the boat, the kayaker is to return to the race 
start/finish by the shortest and safest route possible.

Medical Emergency 

• If there is a medical emergency or if a swimmer, or another kayaker notifies or 
approaches with a medical emergency, NOTIFY THE RACE DIRECTOR 
IMMEDIATELY. This is the fastest and most reliable communication to initiate a 
rescue. The race director will activate EMS and will tell you which dock to meet the
EMS team at.

• Follow general rescue steps outlined above.

Cut off Times

If a swimmer does not make a cut off time, he/she is to be pulled off the course. The 
procedures for pulling someone off the course are the same as for a swimmer rescue. 

Communications 

Cell Phone

Kayakers are not required to have cell phones but if they do, they are to provide those 
numbers to the Race Director in advance of the race. 

Communication with Boats 

If a kayaker has a cell phone, he/she will be provided with the phone number of all the 
boats and the Race Director. However, even with a phone, it may not be practical for the 
kayaker to call a power boat operator for assistance. 

Kayakers will all have flags that can be used to signal any of the boats. 

All kayakers, must carry a whistle.
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Other Information

If a swimmer leaves the course by land, the kayaker will try to escort him/her as close to
the shore as possible. Once the swimmer is safe, notify a boat and the Race Director. 
Arrangements can them be made to pick the swimmer up or to have someone meet and 
walk back with the swimmer. 

Swimmers
Each swimmer in the 11km race will have his/her own dedicated kayaker. For the 2 km 
swim there will be a minimum of 4 kayakers accompanying the race.

Pre-Race Meeting

11km swimmers should arrive at the Newcastle Island by 12:15. The kayaker/swimmer 
meeting is scheduled at 12:30. 

2km swimmers should arrive at the Newcastle Island by 14:15. The kayaker/swimmer 
meeting is scheduled at 14:30. 

During this 15-minute meeting we will review procedures for: 

• Prevent general boat traffic from endangering the swimmers or kayakers.

• Race Rules

• Swimmer Rescue

• Medical Emergency

• Cut off times. 

• Communications

• Other

Race Rules

The race rules for the swimmers and their kayakers can be found below.

Swimmer Rescue 

• If a swimmer must be rescued for any reason, the swimmer will first be rescued by
kayak and then brought to the power boat.

• When the swimmer and kayak approach, the boat the engine must be shut off 
(unless a propeller guard is installed).

Medical Emergency 

• If there is a medical emergency or if a swimmer, or another kayaker notifies or 
approaches with a medical emergency, get the attention of the nearest kayaker 
and
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• Follow general rescue steps outlined above.

Cut off Times

If a swimmer does not make a cut off time they are to be pulled off the course. The 
procedures for pulling someone off the course are the same as for a swimmer rescue. 

Other Information

If a swimmers decides to drop out of the event part way through the race, he/she will not
swim to shore. Instead the swimmer must notify a kayak and will be helped as per the 
'swimmer rescue' procedures above.   

Swimmers will follow all instructions and directions given to them by kayaks and boat 
operators.
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Event Cancellation
The Race Director and Nanaimo Port Authority have the right to cancel the event at any 
time.

Prior to the event 

The Race Director will make every effort to determine if and when the event needs to be 
canceled. It will be done in a timely manner so as to minimize the impact on the 
participants and volunteers.

If cancellation is due to something beyond the control of the Race Director (i.e. weather),
no refund will be given to participants, but partial credit will be given towards next year's
event.

If the cancellation is a result of the organization of the event, a reasonable refund, or 
credit toward the next race will be made. 

During the event 

If circumstances change such that the Race Director is forced to cancel the event after it 
has started, the following actions will occur as quickly and as safely as possible.

• Notify Harbour Patrol and Power Boats immediately by radio and/or cell phone that
the event has been canceled. 

• Boaters shall notify kayakers immediately. 

• Kayakers shall inform swimmers of cancellation and direct swimmers to the 
nearest boat; or if there will be a delay in getting the swimmer to a boat and it is 
safe to do so, assist the swimmer to shore and help arrange his/her pick up.

• Conditions permitting, kayakers will return to the start/finish or wait on shore with 
their swimmers for a pick up. 

• Verify that all swimmers and kayakers who checked in and entered the water have 
been accounted for.
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Swim Rules
These rules are in addition to the safety rules and procedures listed above. If for 
whatever reason there is a contradiction, safety supersedes all else. 

There are 4 categories for each race. Male Traditional (M), Female Traditional (F), Male 
Wetsuit (MW), Female Wetsuit (FW).

Rules for all Swimmers
Swimmers may not use the bottom, a boat or any floating object to assist in forward 
motion. 

The 11km swimmers are to remain within 50 meters of the shore on the west side of the 
islands from Gallows to Nares Points and within 200 meters of the east side of the 
islands.

The 2km swimmers are to remain within 50 meters of the shore when in the channel 
between the 2 islands and within 100 meters of the shore outside of the channel.

Intentionally drafting off a boat or kayak is prohibited. A swimmer may swim alongside, 
but may not intentionally position him or herself inside the vessel’s bow wake and 
displacement waves, except while feeding. Note that there will be no feeding during the 
2km race.

Feedings and water are only available to the 11km swimmers. The escort kayak should 
be equipped with enough nutrition and hydration for both the swimmer and kayaker. The 
swimmer may not be towed by the feed equipment.

Swimmers must wear the swim cap provided by the race. 

Prohibited Equipment:

Artificial propulsion devices – flippers, paddles, webbed gloves, etc.
Flotation devices that could aid in swimming  – pull buoys, kick boards, etc.
Wetsuits with thickness exceeding 5mm – no diving wetsuits.

Male/Female Traditional

Note: These rules have been taken from the Marathon Swimmers Federation, 
the authority on marathon swims.

Any violation of these rules will result in immediate reclassification to a wetsuit swim.
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Physical Contact

The swimmer may not make intentional supportive contact with any vessel, object, or 
support personnel at any time during the swim.

Standard Equipment

The swimmer may wear a single textile swimsuit with standard coverage*, one latex or 
silicone cap, goggles, ear plugs, nose clips, and may grease the body. The swimmer may 
wear a simple stop watch but other electronic devices are not permitted – e.g., gps 
watches, 'swim' watches, heart rate monitors, music players, metronomes. The swimmer
may not use any additional equipment that benefits speed, buoyancy, endurance, heat 
retention.

*For males, the suit must not extend below the knee or above the waist; for females it 
must not extend below the knee, onto the neck, or beyond the shoulder.

Drafting

The swimmer may not intentionally draft behind any escort vessel or support swimmer. 
The swimmer may swim alongside an escort vessel, but may not intentionally position 
him or herself inside the vessel’s bow and displacement waves, except while feeding.
  

Male/Female Wetsuit
Any violation of these rules will result in a DNF. The swimmer may, with the permission of
the race director, finish the race but his/her time will not count.

Wetsuit swimmers may take a break from swimming by standing on the bottom or 
holding an inanimate object, such as a buoy or stationary boat but NO forward progress 
shall be made.

If more then one swim cap is to be worn the race cap must be on top.

Standard Equipment

Only ITU certified wetsuits are allowed. Swimmers may wear goggles, ear plugs, nose 
clips. Auditory pacing aids – e.g., music players, metronomes are permitted but are 
strongly discouraged. 

Drafting

The swimmer may only draft off other swimmers they may not intentionally draft behind 
any escort vessel. The swimmer may swim alongside an escort vessel, but may not 
intentionally position him or herself inside the vessel’s bow and displacement waves, 
except while feeding.
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